
A letter from the council caused 
outrage when they threatened to 
chop down our trees! Thanks to 

the children's hard work, writing a 
collection of persuasive letters, we 
managed to convince the council 

to stop their plans!
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Our chance to show you all of the 
incredible things which have been 
happening at Earls Barton Primary 

School this half-term.

Sports Day on the rec was a 
huge success, with children 

competing to earn points for their 
Commonwealth countries!

Our Year 6 children had a terrific 
time at their leavers party. Pizza, 
ice-cream and dancing all fully 
funded by our wonderful PTA!

The children were certainly kept 
busy during healthy week! All 

children had the opportunity to take 
part in a variety of sporting 

activities: bowls, football, tag rugby, 
rounders and petanque, to name 

but a few!



Thistle Class had a great time 
working in groups to create 'Pop 

Art' based on themes that matter to 
them, like friendship, showing 

support for Ukraine and protecting 
trees.

Our EYFS children had a wonderful 
trip to the farm to link to their 

'Ready, Steady, Grow!' topic. They 
built dens, pet animals, rode a 

tractor, watched piglet racing and 
even played on the adventure 

playground! 

Year 3 have been tasting different 
dips as part of their 'Dips & 
Dippers' unit in Design & 

Technology - it was wonderful to 
watch the children trying 

something new!

A group of our Year 5 children had 
the opportunity to work with author 

Matt Beighton for the day! They 
were accompanied by our own 

resident author, Kate Horspool, and 
picked up a few useful tips.

Year 6 had an absolutely incredible 
time on their residential trip to 

Buddens! They enjoyed fantastic 
activities, including: climbing, 

abseiling, paddle boarding, archery 
and more! 

Snowdrop Class have been 
incredibly busy in Design & 

Technology, creating moving 
vehicles! They designed their 

vehicle, learned how to safely use a 
saw and finally made and tested 

their vehicles!
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Sadly, we say goodbye and good 
luck to our Year 6 children, who will 
be moving on to secondary school 

in September. They have been 
tremendous representatives of the 
school and shall be missed by all!

Our whole-school music day was a 
tremendous success! It was a 

wonderful celebration of all things 
musical and a great showcase of 
children's talents and creativity.

Year 2 baked biscuits and were 
very proud of their creations! They 

learned to measure, weigh, mix, roll 
out dough and cut out their biscuits. 

They  shared their creations with 
friends and family!

They went out in style though! Having 
rehearsed their lines, learned the 

songs and put together some stunning 
costumes, Year 6 finally put on an 
incredible Leavers' Performance!
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